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HYPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF NR-ATP ORBITER, ORBITER WITH
EXTERNAL TANK, AND ASCENT CONFIGURATION
By
George C. Ashby, Jr., NASA/LaRC
ABSTRACT
A .0045 scale model of the North American Rockwell ATP Orbiter with
and without the external tank has been tested in the Langley 22-Inch
Helium Tunnel at Mach 20 and a Reynolds number based on model length, of
2.14 x 106 . Longitudinal and lateral-directional data were determined
for the orbiter alone while only longitudinal characteristics and elevon
roll effectiveness were investigated for the orbiter/tank combination.
Oil flow and electron beam flow visualization studies were conducted for
the orbiter alone, orbiter with external tank and the ascent configuration.
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a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (P1 - P)/q
M MACH Mach number; V/a
p pressure; N/m 2, psf
q Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; 1/2pV2 , N/m2, psf
Q(PSF)
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
0a ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
PSI angle of yaw, degrees
PHI angle of roll, degrees
'p mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab base area; m2 , ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
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IREF LREF reference length or wing mean
c aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2 , ft2
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis












CN CN normal-force coefficient; normal forceqS
CA CA axial-force coefficient; axial forceqS
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
CAB base-force coefficient; base force
-Ab(Pb - p.)/qS
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
Cm CIM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSIREF
Cn CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
Cj CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qSb
Stability-Axis System
CL CL lift coefficient; lift
qS
CD CD drag coefficient; drag
qS
CDb CDB base-drag coefficient; base drag
Db qS
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
Cm CLIM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
cqSIRE
F
C CLN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing momentn qSb
qc CSL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
L/D Llft r rt;qSb
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CJ/CD
L/Df L/DF lift to forebody drag ratio; C/CDf
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ADDITIONS TO STANDARD LIST
SYMBOL PLOT DEFINITION
SYMBOL
Cy1s DCY/DB side force coefficient derivative with respect to
beta. Algebraic difference of the side force coeffi-
cient of two runs divided by the algebraic difference
of the side slip angle of the runs; per degree.
Cnd DCYNDB yawing moment coefficient derivative with respect to
beta. Algebraic difference of the yawing moment
coefficient of two runs divided by the algebraic
difference of the side slip angle of the runs; body
axis system; per degree.
C DCBLDB rolling moment coefficient derivative with respect
QfiB to beta. Algebraic difference of the rolling moment
coefficient of two runs divided by the algebraic
difference of the side slip angle of the runs; body
axis system; per degree.
Cy DCY/DA side force coefficient derivative with respect to
da total aileron deflection. Algebraic difference of
the side force coefficients of two runs divided by
the algebraic difference of the total aileron de-
flection angle of the runs; per degree.
Cn DCYNDA yawing moment coefficient derivative with respect to
6a total aileron deflection. Algebraic difference of
the yawing moment coefficient of two runs divided by
the algebraic difference of the total aileron deflec-
tion angle of the runs; body axis system, per degree.
C DCBLDA rolling moment coefficient derivative with respect
d6a to total aileron deflection. Algebraic difference of
the rolling moment coefficient of two runs divided by
the algebraic difference of the total aileron deflec-
tion angle of the runs; body axis system; per degree.
de ELEVTR elevator deflection, degrees; determined by:
(6eL + 6eR)/2




ADDITIONS TO STANDARD LIST
PLOT
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION
6r 'iRUDDER rudder deflection angle, degrees; positive direction
trailing edge left.




ELVN-L left elevon deflection, degrees; positive direction
trailing edge down.
deR ELVN-R right elevon deflection, degrees; positive direction
trailing edge down.
DLTBTA incremental difference in sideslip angle between
two test runs; degrees.
A$a DLTALN incremental difference in aileron deflection angle
between two test runs; degrees.
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By
George C. Ashby, Jr.
SUMMARY
A .0045 scale model of the North American Rockwell ATP orbiter with
and without the external tank has been tested in the Langley 22-inch
helium tunnel at Mach 20 and a Reynolds number based on model length, of
2.14 x 106. Six component aerodynamic force and moment data were re-
corded over an angle of attack range from-1l.50 to 540 for the orbiter
alone and +15° for the orbiter/tank configuration. Both longitudinal and
lateral-directional data were determined for the orbiter alone. For the
orbiter/tank combination only the longitudinal characteristics and elevon
roll effectiveness were investigated.
Additionally, oil flow and electron beam flow visualization studies
were conducted on the orbiter alone, orbiter with external tank, and
orbiter with external tank and solid rocket boosters (ascent configuration).
The orbiter attains the design L/D of 1.32 at a = 340; however, it
has nearly neutral stability at trim and requires an entry c.g. somewhat
rearward of design (65% i) for minimum up elevon/maximum CL at trim. A
slight pitchup occurs for up elevons (6e = -20° and -40°) beyond angles
of attack of about 45° . Reference 1 shows a similar result for a delta
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wing with a full span trailing-edge flap at M = 6.8 and a = 50° to 550
in air. A companion publication of reference 1, reference 2, shows the
effects to be caused by flow overexpansion on the flap. It should be
noted, however, that the 5° angle of attack difference between the angle
where the pitchup occurs at M = 6.83 in air (reference 1) and M = 20 in
helium is also the difference in conical shock detachment angle for the
two cases.
The directional instability (-Cn ) and positive dihedral effect
(-C ) observed in this test are similar to the results obtained for other
delta-wing orbiter designs.
The orbiter-external tank combination data are referenced to the
orbiter geometric parameters and can be somewhat misleading. For instance,
the instability of the combination about the orbiter c.g. is reduced when
the tank fuel c.g. is taken into account. It is interesting to note that
the orbiter and orbiter/tank combination have the same level of normal
force from a = 0° to 120. The roll control of the orbiter elevon for the
orbiter/tank combination was determined for the setting, 6eL = 0° and
6eR = -400; it shows a proverse yawing moment which is equal to or
greater than 50 percent of the rolling moment.
The orbiter was originally tested with a .0047 scale wing on the
.0045 body. Comparison of the data to that of the .0045 wing/body with
both reduced on the smaller wing geometric parameters, showed only the
lift and drag values to be significantly different. The L/D and trim
characteristics were approximately the same. Because of these similari-
ties, roll effectiveness and the effect of body flap deflection were not
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obtained for the .0045 wing/body. Those data obtained for the .0047 wing/
.0045 body are presented herein based on .0045 wing geometric parameters.
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
These tests utilized a .0045 scale model of the NR-ATP space shuttle
orbiter, external tank and solid rocket boosters. Force tests were con-
ducted on the orbiter alone (figure 1) and on the orbiter with external
tank (figure 2). Several initial investigations, aileron effectiveness
and body flap deflection tests, were made with a .0047 scale model wing
on a .0045 scale model body (figure 1).
The oil flow and electron beam flow visualization studies were con-
ducted on the .0045 scale model orbiter alone (figure 4), orbiter with
external tank (figure 5) and orbiter with external tank and solid rocket
boosters (ascent configuration, figure 6).
Orbiter dimensions were obtained from NR lines drawing VL70-000001
while external tank and solid rocket booster lines and assembly locations
were scaled from NR sketch 102SSV319.
The model components tested are listed below. Pertinent dimensional
information for these components is given in table II. Table I deline-
ates the various configurations these components were tested in during
this investigation.
ORBITER:
B1 - basic ATP fuselage
C1 - canopy
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D1 - manipulator arm housing
F1 - body flap
M1 - orbital maneuvering system pod
W1 - basic delta wing (.0045 scale)
Wlx - basic delta wing (.0047 scale)
E1 - full span elevons for W1
V1 - basic fuselage centerline mounted vertical tail
K1 - cooling air inlet
R1 - rudder for vertical tail V1
External tank:
T1 - orbiter external fuel tank
Solid rocket booster:
S1 - two 156 inch diameter solid rocket boosters attached to
the external tank
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The LaRC 22-inch helium tunnel is a blowdown-type tunnel with a
normal operational time of 30 seconds for aerodynamic force and moment
tests. Studies are conducted in the 22-inch diameter test section at
Mach numbers from 19 to 22.2 at stagnation pressures from 500 to 3000 psi,
and at stagnation temperatures from 5200 to 9600R. These test conditions
allow Reynolds number variations from 2.5 x 106 to 11.5 x 106 per foot.
Operational characteristics of the contoured nozzle flow characteristics
are available in reference 3.
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TEST CONDITIONS
For this report, all tests were conducted at a stagnation pressure
of 1000 psi gage and at a stagnation temperature of 850F. These test
conditions resulted in a Mach number of 20.3 and a Reynolds number of
2.14 x 106 based on model length (5.977 in.)
The technique used for the surface oil-flow studies was to splatter
a mixture of lamp black and silicone oil onto a light colored model that
had been initially coated with a thin film of clear silicone oil. Simul-
taneous photographs of the oil-flow patterns and the electron-beam illumi-
nated flow field were then made during a run. Additional photographs of
the oil-flow patterns were taken after the models were removed from the
tunnel. Although a model shield device was used, these patterns were
subjected to flow shut-down disturbances. These disturbances have been
observed to be small, but they can cause a slight rearward movement in
heavy oil accumulation regions such as along separation lines.
DATA REDUCTION
The aerodynamic forces and moments have been reduced to coefficients
by using the following reference values:
Sref = total or theoretical wing projected area = 60.58 cm2 = .06524 ft2
Xref = wing MAC = 5.9436 cm = 2.34 in.
bref = wing span (projected) = 11.52 cm = 4.535 in.
The moments have been reduced about a center of gravity located at a fuse-
lage station which is .65 body length.
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The angles of attack, -1.5° to 540, were measured by an optical
method using a prism mounted in the model to reflect light from a point
(located adjacent to the test-section window) onto electric eyes set at
calibrated intervals. Sideslip angles tested were 0° , -2.25° and -4.47° .
All axial force and drag data have been corrected for base pressure.
The measured base pressures are unavailable for this report. All data
calculations and axis system conversions used the corrected values of
axial force and drag.
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TABLE II. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic Delta Wing Fuselage per NAR Lines,
Dwg. VL70-000001

























MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - CANOPY - Cl
GENERAL DESCRIPTION': Canopy used with Basic Delta Wing Fuselage per
NAR Lines, Dwg. VL70-000001
Model Scale = .0045
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000001
DIMENSIONS:
STA Fwd Bulkhead - in.








Windshield Consists of Six (6) Panels
Pilots Eye is at the Following Points:























Model Scale = .0045
DRAWING NUMBER: 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA




Max Width - in.






















Model Scale = .0045
DRAWING NUMBER:
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA




Max Width - in.



















TABLE II. MODEL COMPONENT DIMENSIONS - Continued
MODEL COMPONENT: WING - W1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: DELTA WING WITH -5° TWIST & ROUNDED WING TIPS. WING BENDS
INTO BODY, FOLLOWS NAR LINES, V70-000001. EQUIV. SPAN IS 78.604% OF THEORETICAL






















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
Leading Edge Cuff
Planform Area (W.F.P.) - Ft2
Leading Edge Intersects Fus ML - STA.


































































TABLE II. MODEL COMPONENT DIMENSIONS - Continued
MODEL COMPONENT: ELEVON - El (DATA FOR 1 of 2 SIDES)




Area (True) - Ft2
Span (equivalent) - in.
Inb'd equivalent chord - in.
Outb'd equivalent chord
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)_Ft3


























TABLE II. MODEL COMPONENT DIMENSIONS - Continued
MODEL COMPONENT:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
VERTICAL TAIL - V1
'CENTERLINE VERTICAL DELTA WING CONFIGURATION























Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
Airfoil Section 5° Half Angle











Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
*Void Area Located at the Lower













































RUDDER ON CENTER LINE VERTICAL
MODEL SCALE = 0.0045
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000001
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE
Area - Ft2 117.7
Span (equivalent) - in. 226.0
Inb'd equivalent chord - in. 97.09
Outb'd equivalent chord - in 52.02
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.400
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.400




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) - Ft3 647.71














TABLE II. MODEL COMPONENT DIMENSIONS - Continued
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - T1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: EXTERNAL TANK (BASELINE DIAMETER) WITH 300 HALF



























TABLE IZ. MODEL COMPONENT DIMENSIONS - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - S1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
HOLDDOWN ARMS
































.I-, - . I
·002683 ft2
TABLE II. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Concluded.
MODEL COMPONENT: Body Flap, Fl
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Rectangular body flap located on lower aft













































































































































A) Left side view 
Figure k. - Photograph of .00^5 Scale m (ATP) Orbiter Configuration. 
U) 
I 
B) Top view 
Figure h. - Photograph of .00^5 Scale m (ATP) Orbiter Configuration. 
< 
( ( 
C) Bottom view 




D) Rear oblique view 
Figure h. - Photograph of .00^5 Scale HR (ATP) Orbiter Configuration. 
( 
( ( 
A) Left side view 
Figure 5. 
- Photograph of .00^5 Scale MR (ATP) Orbiter 
With External Tank Configuration. 
00 
B) Top' view 
( 
Figure 5. - Photograph of .00^5 Scale MR (ATP) Qrbiter 





C) Bottom view 
Photograph of .00^5 Scale KR (ATP) Orbiter 
With External Tank Configuration. 
o 
D) Rear oblique view 
Figure 5. - Photograph of .00^5 Scale MR (ATP) Orbiter 
With External Tank Configuration. 
( 
( ( 
A) Left side view 
Figure 6. - Photograph of .00^5 Scale KR [ATP) Ascent Configuration. 
B) Top view 




C) Bottom view 
Figure 6. - Photograph of .00^5 Scale KR (ATP) Ascent Configuration. 
-t-
( 
D) Rear oblique view 
Figure 6. - Photograph of .0045 Scale ER (ATP) Ascent Configuration. 
( 
A) Left side view 
Figure J. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Tunnel Shutdown on the 


































































































































































C) Bottom view 
Figure J. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Tunnel Shutdown on the 




A) Right side view 
Figure 8. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Tunnel Shutdown on the 




B) Bottom view 
Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Tunnel Shutdown on the 
.OOV? Scale KR (ATP) Orbiter at M = 20.3 and a = 51°; ip = -ko°. 
o 
C) Right side rear oblique view 
Figure 8. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Tunnel Shutdown on the 




A) Side view Reproduced from best available copy. 
Figure 9. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.0045 Scale KR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 
and a = 0°. 
ru 
B) Top view 
Figure % - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.00^5 Scale MR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M - 20.3 
and a = 0°. 
< ( 
( ( 
C) Bottom view 
F igure 9. - Photograph of Oi l Flow P a t t e r n After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.00^5 Scale NR (ATP) Orb i t e r wi th Ex te rna l Tank a t M = 20.3 
and a = 0 ° . 
Ul 
D) Oblique front side view 
Figure 9. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.<X*5 Scale m (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 




E) Oblique top side view Reproduced from best available copy 
Figure 9. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.0045 Scale m (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 




A) Side view (rolled) 
Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.00V? Scale HR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 




B) Top view 
Figure 10. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.0045 Scale NR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 
. and a = -5°. 
CO 
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C) Bottom view 
Figure 10. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.0045 Scale KR ,(ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 




D) Front oblique view 
Figure 10. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.0045 Scale MR (ATP) Qrbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 
and a = -50. 
© 
E) Top-side oblique view 
Figure 10. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.0045 Scale NR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 




F) Top oblique view 
Figure 10. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.0045 Scale KR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 
and a = -5°. 
(J\ 
ro 
A) Side View 
< 
Figure 11. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
. OCA-5 Scale NR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 
and a = +5 . ( 
( 
ON 
B) Side view (rolled) 
Figure 11. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.0045 Scale MR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 
and a = +5°. 
-t-
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C) Top view 
Figure 11. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.00^5 Scale HR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M - 20.3 





D) Bottom view 
Figure 11. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.00^5 Scale NR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 




E) Front-lower surface view 
Figure 11. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.0045 Scale NR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 
and a = +5°. ( 
( ( 
s 
F) Top oblique view 
Figure 11. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.00^5 Scale KR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 
and a = +5°. 
OO 
< 
A) Left side view 
Figure 12. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.0045 Scale HR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 
and a = 0°. ( 
( 
a) Top view 
Figure 12. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.0045 Scale NR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 
and a = 0O. 
o 
( 
C) Bottom view 
Figure 12. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.OOij-5 Scale KR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 
and a » 0°. ( 
72 
D) Front oblique view 
Figure 12. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.00^5 Scale KR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at M = 20.3 




A) Left side view (rolled) 
Figure 13. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 




B) Top view 
Figure 13. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.0045 Scale NR (ATP) Ascent Configuration at M = 20.3, a = -5C 
-J 
C) Bottom view 
( 
Figure 13. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.00^5 Scale NR (ATP) Ascent Configuration at M = 20.3, <* = -50. 
( ( 
-J 
D) Front oblique view 
Figure 13. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.0045 Scale MR (ATP) Ascent Configuration at M = 20.3, « - -5C 
ON 
( 
A): Left side view 
Figure lk. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.00*1-5 Scale NR (ATP) Ascent Configuration at M = 20.3, a = +5°-
( 
B) Left side view (rolled) 
Figure lfc. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 




C) Top view 
Figure l4. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 




D) Top view close-up 
Figure 14. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.0045 Scale NR (ATP) Ascent Configuration at M = 20.3, a = +5°. 
& 
E) Bottom view 
Figure ik. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 




F) Front oblique view 
Figure Ik. - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern After Removal from Tunnel on a 
.001+5 Scale KR (ATP) Ascent Configuration at M = 20.3, <* = +5°. 
00 
Figure 15. - Photograph of Electron Beam Illuminated Oil Flov Pattern 
on a .0045 Scale WR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at 




Figure 16. - Photograph of Electron Beam Illuminated Oil Flow Pattern 
on a .00^5 Scale KR (ATP) Orbiter with External Tank at 
M = 20.3 and a = -50. 
CO 
-t-
Figure 17. - Photograph of Electron Beam Illuminated Oil Flow Pattern on a 




Figure 18. - Photograph of Electron Beam Illuminated Oil Flow Pattern on a 
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